Neuron-associated class III beta-tubulin isotype, microtubule-associated protein 2, and synaptophysin in human retinoblastomas in situ. Further immunohistochemical observations on the Flexner-Wintersteiner rosettes.
We studied by immunohistochemistry 26 retinoblastomas in situ using monoclonal antibodies specific for the neuron-associated class III beta-tubulin isotype (h beta 4), microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2), and synaptophysin. Anti-h beta 4 and anti-MAP2 immunostaining was consistently obtained in the Flexner-Wintersteiner rosettes, in fleurettes, in Homer Wright (neuroblastic) rosettes, and also variably among poorly differentiated tumor cells. A similar pattern of antisynaptophysin immunopositivity was seen, but was especially pronounced in the adluminal borders of cells forming the Flexner-Wintersteiner rosettes. The demonstration of h beta 4, MAP2, and synaptophysin epitopes in poorly differentiated and maturing neoplastic phenotypes in retinoblastomas attests to the neuronal character of this embryonal tumor. Immunoreactivity toward h beta 4 and MAP2 epitopes by poorly differentiated neoplastic cells may indicate early neuronal commitment in retinoblastoma. The consistent immunostaining of Flexner-Wintersteiner rosettes with monoclonal antibodies to h beta 4 and MAP2 is in keeping with the previous ultrastructural documentation of microtubules with a neuronal-like spatial organization present in the cells of these structures.